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The Threshing Barns of Pittstown 
 

   
Adams threshing barn, Stover Road, Valley Falls 

 

Preface: In 2010, historical consultant Jessie Ravage completed the “Survey of Historic Farmsteads 
of the Town of Pittstown”. This Survey was commissioned by the Pittstown Historical Society and made 
possible by a grant from Preserve New York, a grant program of the Preservation League of New York State 
and the New York State Council on the Arts; and also the Hudson River Valley Greenway. This extensive 
Survey focused on twenty-six farmsteads in Pittstown and resulted in twelve of them later being added to the 
National Register of Historic Places.  

For each of the farmsteads, details were given on the history of ownership, the architectural details of 
the houses and a wide variety of outbuildings as well as crops and livestock of individual farms. Ravage also 
recounted historical and economic events which impacted early settlers of Pittstown and later arrivals up 
until 1960.  

Those who have read the entire Survey find it fascinating in many ways, and I was asked to provide an 
article which would preserve the spirit of the Survey but also develop a focus appropriate for the scope of the 
PHS Newsletter. Ravage wrote in the Survey: "Threshing barns are the most common settlement era 
outbuildings surviving on Pittstown farms included in the survey project." (p. 29). Therefore, for the following 
article I have developed a focus on threshing barns during the period which Ravage cites as the "Settlement 
Era" (i.e. approximately the middle of the 18th Century) to 1815. I have reorganized and condensed Ravage's 
material but the article is written fully in her words. I have added in brackets definitions of three terms which 
I felt might be necessary for those not familiar with building framing techniques or antique farming 
equipment. These terms are highlighted in bold. 

I invite anyone interested in reading the full Survey to contact the Pittstown Historical Society  
at: pittstownhs@gmail.com  -   Sandra Jacon 

 
Much of Pittstown's rural agricultural landscape preserves a high degree of historic integrity in the 

aggregate and is able to illustrate all periods of Pittstown’s agricultural history. Such vernacular landscapes 
are infrequently reviewed in a holistic way. Discussed outside their setting, rural, vernacular agricultural 
buildings and structures lose meaning. When viewed as parts of the larger landscape, their meanings as 
vernacular buildings illustrating historic traditions and trends are revealed. These buildings are tools designed 
for specific uses and placed within the landscape to accomplish specific tasks. 

Buildings found on Pittstown farmsteads are virtually all what historians call “vernacular.” Their 
design and construction generally grow out of building traditions developed by people who place function 
over style. They represent the vast majority of buildings constructed throughout the      (Continued on Page 2) 
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(Continued from Page 1) historic period, and they are meaningful for what they can tell us about how 
everyday people organized their lives in times different from our own. Vernacular traditions tend to 
change slowly, embellished but rarely overwhelmed by prevailing tastes. Owner age, land quality, 
elevation, availability of technologies, economic competence, and tradition all affect how and when 
change may occur on rural vernacular properties. Further, rarely can such buildings be dated to a specific 
year. Instead, dating such buildings is a series of educated guesses based on construction techniques, 
lumber preparation technologies, designed use, and ownership history.  

Agriculture was the primary economic activity of the new Republic well into the nineteenth 
century, and its pursuit took each successive generation of Americans farther away from early settlement 
centers to open more land to farm. Pittstown’s settlers brought agricultural traditions and expectations to 
their new lands. Local, regional, national, and even global economic conditions shaped and changed their 
hopes and practices over time. 

In Pittstown we can track the economic well-being of households using the state and federal 
censuses taken for taxation and voting purposes  as well as for determining who could run for political 
office. The 1790 federal population census counted 380 households in Pittstown.  In 1810 the federal 
census recorded nearly 600 households with a total population of 3,692. Eighty-five of these were slaves. 

The farms of this survey were chosen for their historic farm buildings, including houses, but most 
especially outbuildings. Those farms selected generally preserve at least four historic (older than 50 
years) outbuildings. While individual buildings and their associated structures are among the smallest 
features of the rural landscape, their locations, configurations, and relationships one to the next and to the 
larger landscape can provide clues about the people who built and used them. Descriptions of their forms, 
stylistic details functions and constructions are a useful first step in grasping the range of their historic 
significance. 

Threshing barns are the most common settlement-era outbuildings surviving in Pittstown as part 
of an attached group assembled later. Many of the farmsteads in the survey retain a threshing barn pre-
dating the mid-nineteenth century. These barns were designed for grain processing and storage, as well as 
hay and other crop storage. Some of these barns incorporated space for small numbers of livestock, 
mainly horses and some breeding stock kept over the winter. Threshing barns demonstrate the 
importance of grain and hay crops as commodities, as well as for domestic use during the settlement 
period.   

In areas of New York settled before about 1800, both Dutch and English threshing barns are 
documented, but within the Survey group, no intact New World Dutch barns survive. Several barns in the 
study, however, reuse timbers from such buildings and a few combine the essential Dutch H-framing 
structure. 

Pittstown threshing barns are gable-roofed frame outbuildings nearly always constructed with 
three bays defined by four bents [a transverse frame designed to support either vertical or horizontal 
loads--sj] made of massive timbers assembled using mortise-and-tenon joints. Their footprints usually 
have a 3:4 ratio, with the gable walls being three units long and their longs walls four units.  This gives 
rise to the commonly used name - 30 x 40, as this is a typical dimension. A second commonly used term 
for the type found throughout the study group is English barn, named for New English origin. English 
barns are side-gabled structures and are also built using heavy hewn timbers with mortise-and-tenon 
joints. The roof is usually supported on queen posts [posts extending vertically from the tie beam of a 
roof truss, one on each side of center], and the rafters meet at the ridge, where a variety of joints secure 
them. The traditional English barn form has three bays with a threshing floor in the center bay accessed 
by large, paired doors in each long wall. Some rest on level foundations while other are banked slightly 
to accommodate stock in one end bay, usually on the warmer south end. Roof pitch, marks identifying 
timber preparation technologies, and ironwork can help date threshing barns, probably to within a quarter 
century, but the form persisted well into the mid-1800s and later still was adapted in bank barns, hay 
barns, and dairy barns.    

Wheat, rye, barley, and oats were threshed on the main floor, winnowed in the breezes captured 
by the open doors, and stored until used or sold.  The capacious mows provided hay storage for winter 
feed for breeding stock.                                                                                                                        Page 2 
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Threshing barns were entirely enclosed with board siding. Large paired doors in the center bay 
long walls open onto a threshing floor, usually laid doubly or with heavier planks, battened below. These 
barns were built on low, dry laid stone foundations, some banked slightly at one gable end, or even at a 
single corner, to allow a small stable area with a southern exposure.  Barns on the Gifford (Gifford Rd.) 
Crandall (Brundige Rd), Brownell (Groveside Rd) and Donald Skott (Groveside Rd.) properties retain 
stable areas (see photos below of the Gifford, Crandall, Brownell barns and see photos on Page 6 of the 
D. Skott barn). The Halford (Cooksboro Rd) barn has an unusual half bay between the center bay and one 
end that appears to have been designed as a stable area, a use that persists (See Halford barn photos on 
Page 4). Roof pitches varied over time, reflecting shifting stylistic tastes. Lower pitches tend to be later; 
steeper pitches like that on the Brownell and Crandall barns are earlier.   
 

           
Gifford threshing barn, Gifford Road, Johnsonville, NY 

 

      
Crandall threshing barn, Brundige Road, Valley Falls  

 

    
Brownell threshing barn, Groveside Road, Buskirk 

     (Continued on Page 4)   
                            Page 3  
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Halford threshing barn, Cooksboro Road, Troy 

Those barns mixing the Dutch and English traditions probably date to the settlement period, when 
New Englanders were still becoming the dominant cultural group. On their exteriors, the barns on the 
Gilchrist (Otter Creek Rd) and Baum (Baum Rd) properties have English proportions and the mow doors 
in the long walls (see photos below of the Gilchrist barn and photos on Page 5 of the Baum barn). The 
Gilchrist barn is an unusually large structure, enclosing nearly twice the floor area typical for a threshing 
barn of this period. The Newcomb family, who lived here in the settlement period, kept some slaves, 
which may have provided the workforce to fill such a large building. John Wallace, who built the barn on 
the Baum property, appears to have been related by marriage to the Brownells, who came to Pittstown 
via the Mid-Hudson Valley where Dutch framing traditions were common in the mid-1700s. 

 

       
Gilchrist threshing barn, Otter Creek Road, Johnsonville 

The threshing barn on the Crandall property is on the large side for a settlement-period barn, and 
it uses bents typical of English barns in its end bays and H-frames flanking the large paired doors 
centered on each long wall. The H-frames, with their high crossbeams, would have allowed a larger area 
with greater standing height to accommodate horse threshing on the central floor. The barn has the 
steeply pitched roof typical of eighteenth-century construction, as does the threshing barn on the 
Brownell property.  This and the wide spacing of the queen posts of the English bents allowed the 
introduction of hay track and harpoon [a device for hoisting hay into the mow] in the late 1800s without 
altering the roof support system.   

At least three other barns incorporate timbers prepared for older Dutch-framed buildings, 
suggesting that more once stood in or near Pittstown. Examples are found in the horse barn on the Adams 
farm (Stover Rd.) and in the dairy barn on the Howard farm (Croll Rd) (see photos on Page 1 of the 
Adams barn and photos to the right of the Howard barn). The latter also incorporates hewn rafters cut to 
accommodate a much steeper roof than on the structure where they are now used. The threshing barn in 
the main barn group on the George Skott (Quaker St.) property incorporates rafters with peg holes 
[Dutch] designed to secure a thatched roof. See photos on Page 6 of the G. Skott barn.                    Page 4 
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Howard threshing barn, Croll Road, Valley Falls 

 

      
Baum threhing barn, Baum Road, Johnsonville  

By the late 1700s, the New World Dutch framing traditions were waning throughout settled 
regions of New York, and by the early 1800s, Pittstown’s New English population far outnumbered any 
other cultural group. These factors combined to establish the English, or 30 x 40, form as the dominant 
threshing barn type in Pittstown. The large threshing barn on the Cartin farm (Cushman Rd.) is among 
the earliest English threshing barns in the survey (see photos below). Based on deed research, it was built 
by Michael Overacker, of Palatine German descent, who owned the property in the late 1700s. This 
relatively large barn has the steeply pitched roof typical of earlier examples.  Its frame is built entirely of 
hewn timber, also typical, although its horizontal siding is hung on later milled studs toe-nailed into the 
sills and plates. The west side wall retains large  paired doors, hung on a much later slider, but both  walls 
have evidence of posts where doors once swung on strap hinges set on pintles.     

 

     
Cartin threshing barn, Cushman Road, Melrose 

The Adams farm (Stover Rd) threshing barn is of roughly similar size and probably similar date.  
It retains its paired doors on massive strap hinges on one side wall. In a common   (Continued on Page 6) 
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(Continued from Page 5)  
retrofit its queen posts were reset diagonally in the late 1800s to allow a hay track free run under the 
ridge. 
 

        
D. Skott threshing barn, Groveside Road, Buskirk 

 

A similarly spacious threshing barn with a steep roof survives on the Brownell farm. The latter 
example retains early, possibly original, horizontal board siding with “jug-shaped” vents cut high in the 
peaks. The Brownell barn appears to rest on a period foundation with low entrance banks to large paired 
doors in each long wall. It incorporates a stock area framed using the heavy, close-set timbers typical of 
Dutch house framing.  

 
 

       
                                  G. Skott threshing barn, Quaker Street, Hoosick Falls 
 

The use and mixing of the two traditions in Pittstown barns does not seem to be linked to client 
ethnicity. For example, the Gibbses, who owned the Brownell property by 1800, came from southeastern 
Massachusetts. Rather, it seems that builders trained in different traditions were learning from each other 
and mixing ideas for framing. Their work may not be especially localized within Pittstown; it probably 
extends into surrounding earlier settled regions of the Hoosick Patent, Schaghticoke, and 
Rensselaerwyck.   

[Note: The Survey by Ravage includes specific detailed information on the framing of Dutch 
barns which is too lengthy for this article. Furthermore, only threshing barns which have English 
structure, combined with a nod toward the earlier H-frame Dutch style, remain available on the 
farmsteads today for study and inclusion in the Survey.]  

Photographs in this article provided courtesy of Jessie Ravage and Connie Kheel 
Page 6 
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My Pittstown Connections 
 

By Phil Gibbs 
 

Editor’s note: Phil Gibbs first wrote an article on the history of the Gibbs family in Pittstown in 
the “Pittstown Historical Society Newsletter Issue XVI, Fall, 2009”. In this most recent article below, 
Gibbs, recalls his visits to Pittstown and his Gibbs heritage while offering further insights into his 
numerous other ancestral connections to Pittstown. Gibbs, who currently lives in Oregon where he was 
raised, spent many years living on the east coast. 

 

After graduating college, I took a job with a company that transferred me from Oregon (where I 
was raised) to New England. We were in New England for fifteen years, the last nine in the town of 
Marshfield, MA. 

When we returned to Oregon in 1976, I found in my father's papers, a chronicle of the Gibbs' 
family written by a great-uncle's wife. She said 
that her husband's grandfather was Job Gibbs II 
(1805-1883) who was born in New York State.  
He was married to Cynthia Spicer.  
 In the book "The Descendants of Peter 
Spice”, I found that Cynthia's 2x great-
grandmother was Mary Eddy.  In another book, 
"The Eddy Family in America", my great-great-
grandmother, Louisa Eddy, who was born in 
Swansea, MA, was listed. 

On a visit to New England in 1986, I 
went to the town hall in Swansea, MA, where I 
found the marriage record for Louisa (1771-
1843) and Job I (1770-1842). They were married 
in 1794 and migrated to Pittstown. 

I contacted Barbara Squires, Pittstown 
Town Clerk. She said they had some historic 
records in the town hall, but most of them were 
in the Rensselaer County Courthouse. I drove up 
to the Pittstown Town Hall, which was only 
open on Thursday evenings. 

Barbara was very gracious and showed 
me the records they had.  I searched all of them 
and couldn't find any references to Gibbs. I was 
about to leave when Barbara asked me if I would 
like to see the private cemetery census done by 
the Boy Scouts in 1955. On the last page I found 
the Gibbs Cemetery on Groveside Road on the  
property owned by Ruth Olson.                                                        Job Gibbs II                                                  

The next morning, I visited Mrs. Olson. She asked her neighbor, Arthur Gifford, and his young 
son to guide me across the corn field into the woods to view the cemetery. It was a great thrill to stand in 
front of my great-great-great-grandparents’ graves. 

Mrs. Olson said that when she moved to Pittstown 34 years ago (1954), she could stand on the 
porch and "see that little burying ground." She also said the original Gibbs home was next door to her 
home. It blew down in a 1920's windstorm. 

I went next door and saw the roof had fallen into the basement. It was a ruin.   
In 1990, I visited the Gibbs cemetery with my son Matthew who lives in Brandon, VT, to clean it 

up. In 2000, I visited the area again to show my four grandchildren where their ancestors were buried.  
        (Continued on Page 8)                          Page 7 
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(Continued from Page 7)  

I  found  in  the  deed to  the  property,  where Job  and Louisa's  son, David  Benjamin  Gibbs,  
bought  the farm  from  his siblings. In 1851, David built the farmhouse that the Olson family lived in. 
Sadly, several years ago the house was declared derelict and torn down.   

       

 
   Gibbs home on Groveside Road before it was demolished 

In 2009, twenty two of  my Gibbs' cousins and families visited the property. With the assistance 
of   Joe Ferrannini  (Pittstown Historical Society’s Cemetery Committee Chairman), we cleaned up the 
cemetery and repaired the 
tombstones. 

The    National    Park 
Service   listed  the  Brownell-
Cornell-Gibbs farmstead,  also 
located on Groveside Road, on 
the    National     Register    of 
Historic    Places    in     2012. 
According to  the  nomination, 
submitted by Jessie Ravage on 
behalf     of     the     Pittstown 
Historical     Society,   "While 
Preserved Gibbs   [born 1797] 
apparently never  married and 
died without issue in 1869, he 
did not  live  alone.   His older 
sister  Polly,  age  53,  and  an                 
aunt,  Hannah  Slade,  age  85, 
and a laborer, Thomas Dillingham,                              Gibbs Cemetery on Groveside Road 

  Page 8 
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age 41, were recorded living with him on a 200 acre 
farm valued at $10,000 in the 1850 census. His 
brother, David B. Gibbs [1810-1878], was recorded 
the same year living with his wife Lucy, age 40, and 
their son Eugene, age 7, and two women, Marina and 
Lucy Sterry...age 65 and 20." 

Coincidentally, a relative of my wife preceded 
my Gibbs ancestors to Pittstown by 30 years. William 
Cushman, born in Plymouth, MA, in 1746, died in 
Pittstown in 1785. He married Jemima La Doe (La 
Due) of Fishkill, NY. Their daughter Barthena 
married John Eycleshymer. 

William Cushman is recorded in “North 
America Family Histories, 1500-2000”: "185 VI 
William (544) b. 29 Jan 1746, m. Jemima La Doe of 
Fishkill, Dutchess, N.Y. He lived at Lebanon, Conn., 
and died at the latter place. Had a large family; but 
one son. Was a blacksmith. In 1775 he signed a 
compact for prosecuting the Revolutionary War. For 
the purpose of showing the patriotism of himself as 
well as of the community in which he lived." 

In 1994, I was employed by a playground 
equipment manufacturer in Oregon. We were working 
with a grade school in  Hoosick. I spoke with  the chair                          David Benjamin Gibbs 
of the playground committee, Mrs. Wiley. I mentioned my  connection to Pittstown and she  said I should 
contact her husband's aunt, Miss Ellen Wiley. Miss Wiley was the Pittstown town historian. I sent a letter 
to Miss Wiley asking her for information on the Gibbs family. 

She sent me a copy of a letter she had received from Paulette Leukhardt in 1992 requesting 
information on her family, and she added a note at the bottom, "You may want to contact this person on 
the Gibbs line." 

Several years passed before I contacted Paulette. Her 2x grandfather, David Benjamin Gibbs, was 
my 2x grandfather, Job's brother. Paulette and I are 4th cousins, sharing the same 3x grandparent's, Job 
and Louisa Eddy Gibbs. 

One of the prominent persons in Pittstown was Simeon Button. He married my 4th great-aunt, 
Ruth Eddy. Ruth was the 1st cousin 1x removed of my 3x great-grandmother, Louisa Eddy Gibbs. It is 
interesting that in the 1880 US Federal Census for Ada, MI, there was an Isadore E. Button, age 9, living 
with my 2x great-grandfather, Job Gibbs II. Unfortunately, I cannot find any further information on 
Isadore.  

In the book, "Pittstown Through the Years", it is written that, "The Elihu Button farm in 
Cooksborough became a century farm in 1958. This farm was purchased by Simeon Eddy from his 
brother-in-law, Devotion Eddy, in 1791. Eddy received the land as a Revolutionary War Veteran's 
Benefit. It was passed on from father to son for five generations, Chester Button being the last to farm the 
land." 

Also included in the book is this quote: "James W. Penney and his wife Adaline Gibbs Penney 
[my 1st cousin 3x removed, daughter of Benjamin Gibbs] operated a general store which was located at 
the eastern point between Route 7 and the old road a short distance north of it." 

Another prominent Pittstown resident was Gilbert Eddy.  He is mentioned in the book "The 
Groton Avery Clan". "He was captured during the Rev. War on his father's privateer vessel, and 
imprisoned at Halifax in a vessel's hulk for a year. Was at the battles of Saratoga and Bennington. He was 
a General of a division in New York in the war of 1812; was Presidential Elector at the time of John Q. 
Adams' accession to the office. He lived in Rens. Co., N. Y."   (Continued on Page 10)                   

              Page 9 
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(Continued from Page 9)                    

Gilbert is my 1st cousin 5x removed. His brother, Robert, was quite a character. According to a 
story written about him in the book, "The Eddy Family in America". The book states that "Robert Eddy 
was noted among his relatives and friends for his wit. He was rather wild and full of life. His father, 
Devotion Eddy, gave to him the farm in Brunswick which he had earlier purchased. Robert lived there 
several years but later went to Missouri. His heirs still own the farm. One incident is told about him with 
great glee. His brother, General Gilbert Eddy, wished to buy a valuable horse of Robert, but Robert 
would never sell. One day the horse died. Robert concealing the death of the horse, propped him up in the 
stable and notified Gilbert that he was at last willing to part with the horse. Gen. Gilbert came at once for 
the horse and Robert said, "You can have the horse just as he stands for your figure." Gen. Eddy was 
greatly chagrined, when he found after paying for the horse, that he had purchased a dead horse. For 
months he was the laughing stock of the neighbors." 

Another serendipitous connection to Pittstown is with an author and Professor of American 
History at Cornell University, Mary Beth Norton. I have an ancestor, Mary Lovett Tyler, who was 
accused of witchcraft in the Salem Witch Trials. Mary Beth wrote a book about the trials titled "In the 
Devil's Snare".  I contacted her to discuss my ancestor. Mary Beth said she also had an ancestor charged 
with witchcraft. She said her ancestors migrated to Pittstown and are buried in the Norton Cemetery in 

Pittstown. Her ancestors also migrated 
from Pittstown to Michigan like my 
ancestors. 

My 2x great-grandmother, Cynthia 
Spicer Gibbs' ancestors, are buried in the 
Geer-Spicer Cemetery over the hill from 
the Gibbs Cemetery on Warren Cemetery 
Road. Her Pittstown ancestors were her 
parents, Captain John and Mary Thompson 
Spicer, and her grandparents were Cyrus 
and Mary Eddy Spicer. Cynthia and her 
mother-in-law, Louisa Eddy, were 2nd 
cousins, 1x removed. Captain John Spicer, 
my 3x great grandfather married Mary 
Barnett Thompson. Their home on Spicer 
Road in Hoosick is still standing.  

Captain John Spicer Home, Spicer Road, Hoosick Falls, undated 
 

Quoting from “The History of the 
Descendants of Peter Spicer”: Capt. John 
Spicer (Cyrus 5, John 4, John 3, Edward 2, 
Peter 1) was born on June 26, 1775, in North 
Groton, Connecticut. He died April 12, 1842, 
in Pittstown, New York. He married, Dec. 7, 
1806, in Pittstown, Mary, daughter of Samuel 
and Mary (Barnett) Thompson. She was born 
Aug. 9, 1783. She died June 14, 1870, in 
Pittstown, New York. He was twelve years of 
age when his father removed from 
Connecticut to New York State, and he made 
the trip on horseback driving two pairs of 
oxen. He was a farmer. He was captain of 
militia. His children were all born in 
Pittstown. 

                                                            Captain John Spicer home, Spicer Road, Hoosick Falls, 2018 
           Page 10 
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Maria Nutting’s Diaries (1876 – 1904) 
                         By Nancy Grilli  

My recent transcription of a packet of small diary books has 
given me a deeper appreciation for the everyday people of the past 
who found the time and means to reflect on and record what was 
happening in their daily lives. These particular diaries were written by 
Maria Martha Griffin Nutting beginning in 1876 and ending in 1904. 
The Pittstown Historical Society has been very fortunate to receive 
this collection of diaries. While Maria’s diary entries are short and 
concise, they still give us a glimpse into the daily routines and events 
that were happening in her personal life and her surrounding 
community over a period of many years.  
*Note: The diaries were donated in 2017 to the Pittstown Historical Society by Margot Akin Gifford, 
granddaughter of the author, Maria Nutting. Minor corrections of spelling and grammar in the transcriptions were 
made to improve overall readability.                             

 
 
Maria Nutting, author of the 
diaries, circa 1880s, in the 
photo on the far left, and 
Maria with Leah Burch, her 
granddaughter, directly to 
the left in front of the 
Nutting home on River Road 
in Johnsonville, circa 1900.                                         
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Background: Maria Martha Griffin Nutting, born in Pittstown in 1830, was the daughter of William 
Griffin and Martha Maria Gifford. Maria married Thomas Masters Nutting in 1849. Census records show 
that until 1875, Maria and Thomas lived across the river from Johnsonville in the Town of Schaghticoke. 
By 1875, they were living in Johnsonville with their four children, Margaret, Charles, Julia, and Ellen in 
a frame house valued at $1,000. In the 1880 U.S. census records, Thomas (age 53) is listed as a Hotel 

Keeper, living with his wife, Maria (age 49), their 
daughter, Ellen (age 23), Charles Burch (Ellen’s 
husband, age 30) and the Burch’s daughter, Leah (age 
2).  

The Nuttings lived on River Road in what was 
the center of the village of Johnsonville at that time. 
They were very near the Presbyterian church, school, 
post office, and stores. Evidently they were running 
the Riverside Hotel owned by Valdy Akin during this 
period. Valdy was married to Maria’s daughter, Julia. 
                                             (Continued on Page 12) 
Riverside Hotel, Johnsonville, circa late 1800s    
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(Continued from Page 11)           
The Diaries: There are 17 Nutting diaries in all spanning the years from 1876 to 1904. However, there 
are several years missing, and after 1897, there are only a very few entries.  

Most of the diaries’ contents reflect the daily happenings of Maria’s life that centered on births, 
deaths, marriages, visitors, travels and weather. There are numerous references to her relatives, such as 
parents, aunts, uncles and siblings. 

1876   Grandfather died today.  Grandfather Nutting died at age 89. 
1878    Ellen’s baby was born today.  [this baby was the Marie’s grandchild, Leah [Burch] 
1883   Willard Baker and Fanny Slade got married. 
1886    Ham Hurd moved to Nebrasky today. 
1890   Ellen went to New York. 
1891   The ice went out. The river is very high. 
1891    There has been ninty-four days of sleighing this winter. 
1891    Aunt Almira was fetched to West Hoosick and buried.  The snow was 20 inches deep. 
Various types of infectious diseases were evident in Johnsonville and the surrounding areas. 

These dreaded sicknesses posed the most serious threat to peoples’ health, which could account for the 
numerous entries of deaths (especially of children) that Maria recorded.   

1886    Mrs. Rowland’s little girl died.  All the rest got the measles. 
1887    Mirtie Grogan died with the black diphtheria. 
Two days later, Marie writes……Dave Grogan’s little boy died with the black diphtheria. 
1890    Ella Stop died with spinal disease. 
               Ed Herring little girl died with spinal complaint. 
 1890   Doctor Bantiene came up and cut Frankie’s other side open and took one pint of matter out. 
1891    Doc Bull of NY performed an operation on Frank Galegar from half past ten till five in the afternoon. 
1893    Ed Mosher died. His two boys died the same day. Polly Root died. 
The next day Marie writes … John Mosher died, all with typhoid. New Maney died in less than 7 hours 
1893    Willard Baker baby died with scarlet fever. 
In addition, accidental deaths were mentioned throughout the diaries. Drownings, accidents, and 

deaths involving railroad cars, machinery, and factories were frequent occurrences. There were also a few 
incidences of suicides and murders. 

1876    James Boil was run over by the cars and had his leg cut off. 
1877    Doctor Stewart killed by the cars. 
1878    John Foley was killed by the cars.  
1879    Mrs. Leonard Abbott died. Joney Kelley died, got hurt in the flax mill. 
1880    Little Charlie Thomas died tonight after having his leg cut off, took him to New York Saturday morning. 
1882    Benjamin Sisson had his foot cut off by the cars and was buried Sunday. 
1883    Gin Sweeney little boy got his leg cut by the cars. 
1886    Mrs. Weir and little girl got thrown off the road in horse and wagon. 
1889    Howard Galegar fell out of Bryan Akin’s sleigh and hurt his head. 
1889    George Labbishear was killed in the axe factory. 
1890    George Larabbie was kicked by a horse. His stomach was kicked and his heart shoved in his lungs. 
1893    The little Brown boy had his leg cut off by the cars and died. 
1893    Willie Marco had his foot cut off by the cars. 

George Bush was run over by the cars and killed. His horses were killed and his wagon was all broke    
to pieces. 

1897    Statin Henry Bryant fell off a mowing machine and broke his neck.  
1903    Sam Hunt’s mother was drowned in the brook by Ira Brat.  
Maria also wrote about the local events that were significant to her life. You can almost visualize 

Johnsonville residents gathering at the local stores and shops discussing these events and how they would 
have an impact on the town.                                Page 12 
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1882    The first train on the Troy & Boston Railroad. 
              Ed Nutting had his auction. 
1886    The shirt shop opened. 
1891    The old bridge torn down. 
              Rosilla beat Emett in his lawsuit. 
1893    Charlie Miller store burnt up. 
Other recorded entries related to the pastimes of people going fishing, making ice cream, 

butchering, filling the ice house, and quilting. Going to church and attending various sociables were also 
a part of Maria’s life. These gatherings must have been such a pleasant diversion from the the busy and 
hard lives families often endured in this time period.   

1876    Mat went fishing today and caught 9 fish.  Had them for breakfast. 
1878    Emma Burch was over here to quilt. 
               Mat went to Troy. Nan Vial was here to a quilting.  
1884    Rus Burch killed his hog, weighed 700 lbs. 
1889    Ellen and Charly went to Greenwich to a dance. 
              There was a concert at the church.  
1890    There was a picnic in Roslie Brownell woods and dance. 
Like the present, people were discussing the national news, and Maria was no exception. The 

following three excerpts were examples. 
1887    Cal Nutting came here. Mrs. Druse was hanged for killing her husband. 
Marie was referring to a notorious murder case that occurred in Herkimer County, New York.  

Roxanna Druse was accused of murdering her husband. She was found guilty and was sentenced to be 
hanged in November, 1885, but due to multiple changes, the official date was February 28, 1887. 

1889    It rained all day. There was a big storm. It blew a bridge down, it blew a silk factory down, killed over 100 
persons, killed 60 girls. 

A newspaper article of the period reported that a tremendous cyclone passed over Pittsburgh on 
that date. The article cited hundreds of people being killed in this calamity. Scores of buildings and 
structures were destroyed in Pittsburgh, Reading, and Williamsport, Pennsylvania. This included a silk 
factory where 70 of the employees were killed, principally women. 

1889   Great flood in Johnstown. 18,000 lives lost 
People of Johnsonville, New York would surely have been talking about the catastrophic flood of 

Johnstown, Pennsylvania, which occurred after the South Fork Dam broke following several days of 
heavy rainfall. The number of recorded deaths was 2,209.     

 
 

Pittstown Historical Society News 
Joyce Peckham Memorial Fund Awards: Annually, the Pittstown Historical Society gives an award of 
$100 to three graduating seniors from area schools. The awards are granted by the PHS to students who 
have shown an exceptional interest in history. This year, the following students received the award: 
Kaylissa Blair graduating from the Tamarac High School; Bridget Redick from the Hoosick Falls Central 
School; and Anthon Gregg from the Hoosic Valley Central School 
 
Pittstown Historical Society Collection: We recently received several fascinating documents which 
help bring context to Pittstown’s history. We are very grateful to our donors! 

The donations include the following: 
A 1927 autograph book of Gladys A. Carpenter, donated by Ruth Burdick Schaffer; A ledger for the 
Nortonville School District #5 spanning the years 1865 – 1867 which lists the names of all the students 
along with their attendance record, donated by Laura Harris; a diary written in 1928 by Ella Durfee of 
Buskirk, donated by Margot Gifford. 
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Dunham Farm Recollections (Part II) 
 

By Steve Dunham 
Note from the editor: In our last newsletter, we published excerpts from Steve Dunham’s Recollections of 
his life on his family farm on Ford Road. In his Recollections, Dunham offers insights into farm life in the 
mid-1900s. Dunham, who has an extraordinary memory for details of his life in Pittstown, has continued 
to provide us with additional chapters of his Recollections (to date twelve!). Below is an excerpt from his 
Recollections describing how his family baled hay. 

           Haying 
During our early years on the farm, we’d pick up the hay bales 

and load the wagons and truck at night. We’d begin right after supper, 
so we’d usually have some daylight yet, but darkness always came 
when there were still a lot of bales to gather. It was certainly more 
comfortable in the hay fields at night. Plus, it saved us from having to 
do it the next day. We’d see deer, foxes, raccoons, and snakes at night 
in the hay fields. We’d see wild animals’ eyes glowing in the dark 
when the tractor or truck lights were in their direction. Snakes would 

be discovered near or under the bales sometimes. Being very limited lighting, probably a lot went 
unnoticed. We only had two hay wagons and the big farm truck. So we’d have to make huge loads of 
bales to get all the bales gathered up. I’d stack bales as high as 11 bales high on the wagons to get at least 
175 bales on a load. On the truck I’d go about 12 or 13 bales tall. It had six foot tall sides. I always built 
the loads and Dad threw the bales on the wagons and truck. Mom drove the tractors on the wagons and 
also drove the truck picking up the bales in the fields. Those loads were very top heavy especially with 
the truck and 13 bales tall. Had to drive it very, very slowly and carefully on the farm road to the barn. 
It’d sway sideways. Same with the wagons. But, never once did they ever tip over. We always threw a 
long, heavy rope over every load of hay before starting home. Dad would tighten it as tight against the 
bales as possible. With being roped down, no worries about the bales falling off the loads going up the 
long steep hill. Once we got all the wagons and the truck home, we’d park them near the road in front of 
the barn. Then we’d put large heavy canvas covers over all three loads and tied them so they wouldn’t 
blow around in case winds came up with a thunder storm at night. Even if the weather report was no rain, 
we’d still put canvases over the loads. Even during the drought summers of 1962 and 1964. I think Dad 
put the canvases on to prevent a fire in case a lit cigarette happened to be thrown out a car window, being 
so close to the road. With those very tall loads of bales, we couldn’t put the wagons or truck in any of the 
sheds. The doorways too low. 
 In 1966, we did the very right 
thing and bought a new John Deere baler 
with a bale kicker. A fantastic invention, 
the bale kicker also called the bale 
thrower or ejector. The bales were tossed 
up in the air from the bale kicker and 
landed in a wagon hitched to the baler. 
That meant no more having to pick up 
bales from the ground and no more 
having to build hay loads in the field. 
One of the greatest farm equipment 
inventions ever. Once a field was all 
baled, there were no bales to handle in 
the field. Saved lots of time and lots of 
work. Then we bought two more hay 
wagons and had four.  Dad always did  all                             Kick hay baler on the Dunham farm 
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the baling. He was very good at it, especially on steep hills. A lot of responsibility needed to operate a 
kicker baler, especially on hills. A lot to watch out for. And he never had any baler-wagon mishap on the 
hills. My job at haying was to work in the hay lofts, stacking the bales by myself. I really didn’t mind 
doing it even though it was quite hot and dusty in the lofts with very limited light. I’d rather do the loft 
work than bale or unload wagons. Mom did all of the bale unloading of the wagons. Putting the bales on 
a 26 foot long hay elevator taking them up into the loft. It was real hard work, on the wagon, especially 
with kicker baler loads. The bales were every which way and rarely loose. They’d be wedged tightly 
together. Lots of pulling on them needed to get them to fall to the wagon floor. Sometimes getting hit by 
falling bales. Sometimes there would be live snakes amongst the bales on the wagons…... 
 The worst part of haying season wasn’t all the work, but it was the worrying about the hay being 
rained on in the fields after it was cut. The worst situation was to hay all day and be ready to bale, then 
getting a lot of rain. Takes a lot of work to get the hay all dry again once it’s been saturated by lots of 
rain. Have to tedd and rake it a number of 
times to re-dry it. Then sometimes it gets 
rained on again when finally dry, a second 
time. By then, that hay isn’t any good as 
cattle feed. The rains ruin its feeding value. 
Makes it dark in color and very dusty. 
Sometimes so bad, that it has to be thrown 
away. But many times, if not terribly rained 
on, can be use it for bedding hay under the 
cows during the winter months. We never 
had any chickens, so we’d put our bedding 
(rained on) hay in the old chicken house. It 
held about 700 bales. We’d have about 50 
acres of hay on our farm and about 40 acres 
worth on the Sherman farm each summer 
to bale.                                                                                              Dunham barns, 1972 

   

What Is It? 
Last fall, the Pittstown Historical Society Exhibit Committee mounted an exhibit called “What Is 

It?” which challenged visitors to identify a number of objects in our collection. The objects chosen were 
ones that had stumped our Collection Committee, and we were curious to know whether others had 
trouble guessing what they were as well. As it turned out, Jo Ann Trinkle of Buskirk won our challenge 
by identifying the most items correctly. The results of our challenge were announced last March by 
Kathy Sheehan, Rensselaer County Historian, who hosted a highly amusing meeting in which those 
attending brought numerous mysterious, historical artifacts for identification.  

Below are a few of the items that were included in our “What Is It?” exhibit 
 

           
From left to right: wagon jack; spittoon/cuspidor (a receptacle for spit which opens when the head is 
pressed); fluter/crimper (for making pleats on cuffs and collars); humidor (for storing tobacco) 
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             Announcing Our Very Own Website! 
The Pittstown Historical Society is pleased to announce that we have just launched our own website. 

Up until now, we shared a website with the town of Pittstown. But when the town switched providers, we 
decided it was time for us to branch out on our own. We have contracted with Grafton Web Sites to design and 
oversee our new website.  Please visit us and let us know what you think. 

                  Our new website address: pittstownhistorical.org 
 

Many thanks to Hoosick Valley Contractors for their support of 
the Pittstown Historical Society.  

 
We are especially pleased that they are our very first business to 
sponsor us!  
 
Please encourage other businesses to support the Pittstown 
Historical Society. 

 
 

Join the Pittstown Historical Society 
Visit us at: www.pittstownhistorical.org

 
Pittstown Historical Society 
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President, Connie Kheel 
(518)686-7514 
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